This is the fourth in a series introducing the activity model in the Unified Modeling Language, version 2 (UML 2), and how it integrates with the action model [1] . The first article gives an overview of activities and actions [2] , while the second two cover actions generally and control nodes [3] [4]. The remainder of the series elaborates other specific elements. This article covers object nodes, which hold data and objects temporarily as they wait to move through an activity.
OBJECT NODES
To recap, UML 2 activities contain nodes connected by edges to form a complete flow graph. Control and data values flow along the edges and are operated on by the nodes, routed to other nodes, or stored temporarily. More specifically, action nodes operate on control and data they receive via edges of the graph, and provide control and data to other actions; control nodes route control and data through the graph; and object nodes hold data temporarily as it waits to move through the graph. Data and object are unified in UML under the notion of classifier, so the terms are used interchangeably. The term "token" is shorthand for control and data values that flow through an activity.
There are four kinds of object node, as shown in Figure 1 and described in the sections below. The functionality of object nodes is introduced in stages:
1) Holding a single token (section 2).
2) Holding multiple tokens, buffering, and backup (section 3).
3) Competing for tokens, traverse-to-completion semantics, deadlock prevention, and central buffers (section 4). 4) Data store nodes and a short history and future of data flow (section 5). 
PARAMETER NODES AND PINS
Previous articles introduced two kinds of object node: activity parameter nodes and pins. An example of parameter nodes is shown in the partial activity of Figure 2 . It has two output parameter nodes on the right, each with a separate flow going into it. Whichever output value reaches a parameter node first is held there until the other arrives. When both parameter nodes have a value, the activity is complete and returns those values to the invoker of the activity. 1 The input parameter nodes on the left get their values all at once, when the activity is started. They may or may not be held there for some period, depending on whether they can flow downstream, as explained later in this article.
Parameter nodes must correspond to parameters of the containing activity. Activities are a kind of behavior in UML 2, and like all behaviors, they have parameters that specify the types of values that are input to the activity and output from the activity. Parameters on behaviors apply to all three kinds of behavior in UML, activities, state machines, and interactions, so are modeled separately from activity parameter nodes. See Figure 8 of the first article for a repository model showing the relation of behavior parameters and activity parameter nodes [2] . All object nodes, including parameter nodes and pins, specify the type of value they can hold. In Figure 2 , the parameter nodes hold values of type COMPANY and SHARE. If no type is specified, they can hold values of any type. Object nodes can also specify the state that their objects must be in, as provided by a state machine for the type of object being held. For example, in Figure 2 the objects held in the MERGED COMPANY parameter node must be in the NEW state and the objects in the NEW SHARES parameter node must be in the UNSOLD state. Objects must be in the required state before being put in the object node. 2 Multiple tokens in an object node can have the same value at the same time, for example, there can be multiple tokens for the number 3 or for the same instance of a class.
An example of input pins is shown in Figure 3 , in two of the notational forms. 3, 4 Whichever input value reaches a pin first is held there until the other arrives. When both pins have a value, the values are passed into the action and it starts. If the action invokes the ACQUISITION activity in Figure 3 , the input values move from the pins to the parameter nodes of the activity at the time of invocation. See section 4 of the second article for more about behavior invocation [3] , and Figure 8 in particular, which shows the relation of pins to parameters. 2 In this sense, the state requirement is an extension of the object node's type, which arguably should be promoted to types in general. Then they can be used by parameters, attributes, and other typed elements in UML. The same applies to constraints applied locally to a general type. This will be considered in finalization. 3 All pin notations are stored in the repository the same way, which is analogous to the pin notation. See Figure 6 of the first article [2] . 4 A fourth notational form is defined for object nodes that have signals as their type. See Figure 275 , page 350 of the UML 2 specification [1] . It will be discussed later in the series.
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A special kind of input pin called a value pin is defined for providing constant values such as numbers, or values calculated by vendor or user-dependent expressions. It uses value specifications to model the value, described in the third article in connection with decision node guards [4] . It is notated like a normal input pin with a value specification written beside it. Unfortunately, value pins cannot be used to provide output values to activity parameter nodes. This will be addressed in finalization of UML 2.
Pins can be notated with the effect that their actions have on objects that move through the pin. Effect is one of the four values create, read, update, or delete. The example in Figure 4 indicates that TAKE ORDER creates an instance of ORDER and FILL ORDER reads it.5 The create effect is only possible on outputs, and the delete effect is only possible on inputs. If a single rectangle pin notation is used, then pin annotations such as effect still appear next to the action where the pin would have been shown. The UML 2 specification inadvertently assigns effect to object flows, rather than to the parameters of behaviors. This will be addressed in finalization.
MULTIPLE TOKENS
Object nodes can hold more than one value at a time, and some of these values can be the same. Each object node specifies the maximum number of tokens it can hold, including any duplicate values, which is called the upper bound. At runtime, when the number of values in an object node reaches its upper bound, it cannot accept any more. Figure 5 shows an example using the buffering capabilities of pins between three manufacturing actions operating on parts. If painting is delayed too much for some reason, the input pin will reach its upper bound, and parts from polishing will not be able to move downstream. If painting is delayed further, the output pin of polishing will fill up and the polishing behavior will not be able to transfer out polished parts. Unless the polishing behavior has an object node internal to it that buffers output parts, it will not be able to take parts from its input pin, which will likewise fill up and propagate the backup. Only when the input pin to PAINT goes below its upper bound will parts be able to flow again. Buffering capabilities are intentionally assigned to object nodes in activities, rather than to parameters of behaviors. The parameters of a behavior or operation, also known as the signature, only declare the kinds of things needed for input and output, and how many of each. Buffering capabilities are assigned either to pins on actions that invoke behaviors, or to the implementations of a behavior, such as parameter nodes in activities. The UML 2 metamodel separates pins and activity parameter nodes from parameters of behavior. See example repository model in Figure 8 of the first article of the series [2] .
Some applications have the advantage of executing the same behavior concurrently to reduce backup restrictions. For example, a factory executing the process in Figure 5 might have more than one station to use for the PAINT step. This means that more than one part arriving at the input pin of PAINT can start an invocation of PAINT at the same time, or at staggered times. Likewise, the concurrent executions of PAINT can put more than one part on the output pin at the same time, or at staggered times, and not necessarily in the same order in which they were taken from the input pin. UML 2 calls this a 6, 7, 8 REENTRANT behavior.
It is indicated with the keyword «reentrant» on the action, or with a property list {reentrant}.
Software applications can especially make use of reentrancy, for example, when processing packets from a telephone switch to provide information for a billing system. last A partial repository model for F igure 7. The selection behavior ccepts multiple orders from the object node and returns one that should be offered next to an outgoing edge. Parameter multiplicities are described next and shown in Figure 7 as the LOWERVALUE and UPPERVALUE of parameters.
Multiple threads can be set up for each step in the processing so packets taking a short time to handle do not need to wait for those taking longer. Upper bounds can be set very high to temporarily buffer packets or intermediate results if the billing system goes down.
Object nodes holding multiple values can specify the order in which values move downstream. The default is first-in, first-out (FIFO, a pipe), but users can change this to -in, first-out (LIFO, a queue), or specify their own behavior to select which value is passed out first. For example, Figure 6 shows orders being filled using a priority ranking. The user-specified selection behavior is passed all the values in the object node and returns one to move downstream. 9 , , 10 11 Selection behaviors can also be used on object flow edges coming out of object nodes. This is useful in situations where the selection criteria varies with the path taken out of the object node, see sections 4 and 5. Behavior and operation parameters can have multiplicities that specify the minimum m y on an input parameter m c pins reaches the minimum for the corresponding parameter, which might be zero (see the second article on actions that invoke behaviors [3] ). 12 For example, Figure 8 shows an action invoking a behavior for playing baseball, which might be delayed waiting for all nine the players to arrive. The pin label reflects the information in the PLAYER parameter 12 An action invoking a behavior with one input parameter of zero minimum multiplicity could in theory begin executing spontaneously and repeatedly because it has all the data inputs it requires. However, the only reasonable interpretation here is that the action needs either a data input or a control input to start. This will be clarified in finalization. of the PLAY BALL! behavior, including its type and multiplicity. On the other hand, if play is delayed waiting for the equipment, and meanwhile more than nine people collect at the input pin, then only the maximum number, nine, are taken to start the action.
13, , ,
Equipment imilar to minimum multiplicity on parameters is weight on object flow edges, which specifies the minimum number se an object flow edge at one me. For example, in Figure 9 the MAKE PART action must output 100 parts before they 
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of values that can traver ti can move to the input of SHIP PART. SHIP PART can take from 1 to 1000 parts, because it is a general purpose behavior, but in this particular usage of it, parts are shipped in batches of 100. If for some reason shipping is delayed, multiples of 100 parts will collect at the input of SHIP PART, whereupon more than 100 parts will be shipped at the next invocation, unless there is an upper bound on the input pin. A weight of "all" means that all values in the source object node are moved at once. The default weight is 1.
13 UML does not define a default parameter multiplicity to apply to the EQUIPMENT input above, but modelers would probably expect it to be exactly one. This will be addressed in finalization. 14 Parameters with maximum multiplicity greater than one can be marked as ordered. This means that each invocation of a behavior using the parameter can input or output multiple, ordered, runtime values. For pins corresponding to those parameters, it is not currently specified that the values in an input pin will be passed in the same order to the parameter on invocation, or from parameter to output pin on termination. This is a reasonable expectation, however, and will be addressed in finalization. 15 Parameters with maximum multiplicity greater than one can be marked as allowing multiple occurrences of the same value. This means that a single invocation of a behavior using the parameter can input or output multiple runtime values where some of the values are the same. Since object nodes with upper bound greater than one always allow multiple tokens to have the same value, it is a good idea to make this indication on parameters also, unless the modeler knows in advance that it will never happen. 16 The interaction of multiplicity and streaming [3] is not currently specified. One option is that the minimum and maximum give restrictions on size of "batches" that can stream in or out at one time. 
TOKEN COMPETITION
A parameter node or pin may have multiple edges coming out of it, whereupon there will be competition for its tokens, because object nodes cannot duplicate tokens like forks can ]. Modelers should use this pattern only if they want indeterminacy in the movement of data in the graph. For example, F ing made, then painted at one of two stations, but not both. Figure 10 is also an exam actions can. If the input pin of P 1 is full, the object flow edge going into it cannot claim a value from AINT AT STATION 1 is able to take it. The token rem until the traversal can pleted to one of the input pins. The terminology of the UML 2 specification is that e output pin "offers" the token to the outgoing edges, which in turn offer it to their respective targets. The traversal ke effect until all the elements etween source and destination object node accept the offer, including the destination. Control nodes cannot hold tokens, either. For example, Figure 11 shows a decision node routing some parts for testing and others for painting (see the previous article on decision nodes and guards [4] ). If a part output from MAKE PART fails the testing guard and the input pin at PAINT is full, then the part cannot reside at the decision node waiting to be painted. It remains at the output pin and will be routed either to testing when that guard succeeds or to painting when the input pin of PAINT is no longer full. If multiple edges were coming out of the output pin of MAKE PART, then the part would be subject to competition, and may not ever be painted or tested at al 17 17 Figure 11 would have the same effect if the decision node were removed, and the edges with guards came directly from the output pin of MAKE PART. The purpose of decision nodes is to ensure values move along exactly one of its outgoing edges, which is also the semantics of object nodes. The ELSE guard is currently specified only for edges coming from decision nodes, but is equally applicable to edges from object nodes. This will be addressed in finalization. s from holding toke " long time to select tokens, decide how to route them, for backups to clear, and so on. Traverse-to-completion means that tokens move along the path of least resistance by going to the first available object node. Data and object values are always residing in object nodes or being operated on by actions, moving instantly between them when all the criteria along the path between source and destination are satisfied. The decision of where to route tokens may take time, but no tokens move until the decision process is complete. For this reason, behaviors associated with traversal, such as decision input and selection should not have side-effects or be overly complicated, because they might be executed many times before a value succeeds in being moved. 18, 19 Another behavior that falls under traverse-to-completion is the transformation of tokens as they move across an object flow edge. Figure 12 s ieved from orders. Each order is passed to the transformation behavior and replaced with the result. The result is offered to the input pin of SEND NOTICE and must be accepted there before the order can be removed from the output pin of CLOSE ORDER. The repository stores a complete behavior, but the notation can just show the contents or 18 Traverse-to-completion enables implementations to optimize the execution of traversal behaviors. For example, if the destination object node is full, a selection behavior at the source object node need not be executed until the destination is ready to accept values. 19 The division of activity nodes in this manner is similar to the distinction between states and pseudo states in UML state machines. A state machine cannot pull events from its event buffer while it is transitioning between states, including while in pseudostates. Informally speaking, a UML state machine can only "rest" in real states, which is called the run-to-completion requirement. The purpose is to handle each event completely before taking another event. This ensures every state completes its actions without interruption from incoming events. Central buffers are for situations where tokens under competition arrive from multiple sources. For example, Figure 13 shows parts arriving at a central buffer from two factories, which are then painted at two other factories. Pins can be omitted from the notation, but they are still recorded in the repository. Pins cannot be used as central buffers, because pins have flows coming or going out, but not both. Another aspect of traverse-to-completion is that an input pin of an action cannot accept tokens until all the input pins of the action can accept them. This is to prevent deadlock, where the input pins of two actions each have some of the tokens required for the other to start. For example, Figure 14 shows two drilling behaviors requiring a drill and an extension cord to start, as might happen when two carpenters are working together (pins for material being drilled are omitted). One action's input pin cannot accept the drill when the other input pin on that action cannot get the extension cord at the same time. This prevents one action from holding the drill while the other takes the extension cord, and neither can start. The example is adapted from the well-known dining philosopher's problem in models of concurrency [5] . Input pins can still buffer up multiple tokens, but they can only accept tokens in unison with the other input pins on the same action. • Transient: values do not remain in object nodes after the activity containing the object node terminates. Earlier form ta in the store does
• Non-depleting: the use of data in the store does not remove it from the store.
• Persistent: data in the store remains there after the activity containing it terminates. This might be informally called the "pull" form of data flow and storage. Later forms of data flow and storage, including UML 2 object nodes, have exactly the opposite characteristics, which might be called "push":
• Active: the presence of values in an object node initiates downstream actions by sending inputs to them.
• Depleting: values in an object node used by an outgoing edge are not available to other outgoing edges. This is token competition.
th an activity final [4] . 21 Tokens are only references to objects, so the objects themselves are not deleted, even if the activity is terminated, for example wi UML 2 data store nodes are an attempt to support the earlier form of data flow and storage by providing a non-depleting specialization of object node. Tokens flowing out of data store nodes are copies of tokens that remain in the data store node, so the values seem as if they are being read from the store. Tokens in a data store node cannot be removed, though values do not remain in the store after the containing activity is terminated, and a token arriving at a store that already has another token for the same object replaces that token. Selection and transformation behaviors can be applied on edges coming out of data store nodes to retrieve information from the store, as if a query were being performed. For example, a selection behavior can identify an object to retrieve and the transformation behavior can get the value of an attribute on that object. Figure 15 shows a personnel data store being populated by a HIRE EMPLOYEE behavior, and read by other behaviors. Employees not assigned to projects are selected for input to the ASSIGN EMPLOYEE behavior. Once a year, all employees are reviewed, using the ACCEPTEVENTACTION as a timer, described later in the series. This pattern uses traverseto-completion to ensure that the employee list is read only once a year, since the stored bjects are only retrieved when the join succeeds.
ansient, however, and do not completely cap e diff en instead of acti s describ an earlier form of data store is equ l o Figure 15 : Data Store Node UML data store nodes are still active and tr tur pull semantics. 22 Since the earlier and later forms of data flow and storage are so er t, the most accurate way to model the earlier forms in the later is to use actions flows. The functionality of earlier data storage can be achieved with UML 2 on for modifying persistent objects, such as ADDSTRUCTUREFEATUREVALUEACTION, ed later in the series. A data flow going into iva ent to assigning that data as a value of an attribute of a persistent object.
22 Implementation-dependent extensions can support selection behaviors that succeed only when a downstream action has control passed to it, partially capturing pull semantics. This still does not model the ].
fact that earlier forms of data store could be read anytime during an action, not just at start-up of actions. In Conversely, a data flow coming out from a traditional data store is equivalent to data by providing additional control values for terminating acti This is the fourth in a series on the UML 2 activity and action models. It focuses on object nodes, which hold data and objects as they wait to move through a flow graph. The four kinds of object node are covered: parameter nodes, pins, central buffers, and data stores. Functionality is addressed in stages, starting with single and multiple token flow, then token competition, traverse-to-completion semantics, and deadlock prevention. The article ends with a short history and future of data flow models.
The transition from earlier to later forms of data flow and storage indicates a trend of unifying control and data flow. The characteristics of later data flow are more like control (active, depleting, transient). Conversely, recent work in UML for Systems Engineering treats control as a form of ons, as well as control queuing, and control operators [8] [9] . The trend in unification of control and data functionality forms a cycle, because new capabilities for one suggest new capabilities for the other. For example, if control has terminating values, why should data be limited to being a form of enabling control? If data arrives at an action that is already executing, it might mean the old data is incorrect, and the action should be terminated, and start over. Further unification of control and data is an area for future work.
CONCLUSION
T for Systems Engineering [8] . 23 A hybrid approach would be to extend data store nodes with the capability of modifying persistent objects. For example, a data store node could be assigned an object and attribute in which to store values received by the node. The object could be represented by a partition. Partitions will be discussed later in the series. It is being considered in a submission to UML J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 3, NO. 1 40
